Abstract. With respect to the monograph of P. Gunther "Huygens' Principle and Hyperbolic Equations" this paper contains a supplement to diversors of second order differential equations of normal hyperbolic type [3: Chapter IV]. We construct a "normal form" of a diversor and consider the coefficients of this form in a certain neighbourhood of the characteristic backward conoid C() of a point C.
Let (M,g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with finite dimension m = dimM > 2 whose metric g has Lorentz signature {+, T' -}. It is always assumed that M is of class C, connected and satisfying the second axiom of countability; g is of class C on M. V denotes the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g).
Let ci c M be a geodesically normal domain and ci 0 g ci any causal domain in ci (see also [3: p. 15] ). We consider any domain ci and choose in ci any coordinate system p: ci -R', where Il c M is open. We denote the second order differential operator of normal hyperbolic type of (M, g), acting on scalar functions u, by P:
and the invariant measure associated to the metric g by iz which is given in these coordinates {xl,...xm} by ,.=/dxIA ... Adxm.
Let the point E ci be fixed. We denote the characteristic conoid by C() given by the equation x) = 0 where r(e, x) is the quadratic geodesic distance function.
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The notion "diversor" is due to L. Asgeirsson [1] . 
Ic-)
i.e. the distribution v E D'() with (4) 
Proposition 2. To each diversor D of order c of P with respect to C_(e) there exists an equivalent diversor in normal form
PO 101 : = JP* [±.1 -2±p. I l a, r i ] -51r1 (9) Because (2) we obtain that the coefficient w 0 satisfies the equation
at first on C_(e). Now (10) (and w0 ) can be extended to (It is a transition to an equivalent diversor.) Successively, in 1 we obtain that the coefficients w 1 , W2,. . . , are solutions of and, finally,
Consequently, from (10), (11), (12) and with respect to (7), (8), (9) the assertion follows U
In the case of order ic = a comparision of (6) with the equations for the Hadamard coefficients V of the Riesz distributions (see also [5, 7, 8]) 9V 1 rV,W0 + MW0 = 0 (13
shows the relations ' 2 Consequently, in ci c iJ the coefficients W are smooth. Now we consider (2), respectively (3), but 0 E C( 0 ) ( vertex E no!):
with D in normal form (4) with (5) and (6) . However, because these singularities of w, (for x -* C on C_()) are algebraic, it is possible to show (see [2: pp. 21, 22, 53] ) that the integral (15) exists or can be regularized (in the sense of distributions). Consequently, the distribution v E V'(cl) in (3) can be extended to a distribution v E V'(Qo) over Q0.
Then the results about diversors in [3: Chapter IV, 31 of P. Gunther are applicable.
